Introduction
APACHE-II is currently the most widely used critically ill grading system in China. QTdispersion (QTd) is the degree of difference in QT interval between leads of 12-lead electrocardiogram, which reflects the heterogeneity of ventricular repolarization to a certain extent. And QTd on the evaluation of the prognosis of critically ill cardiovascular patients rarely involved. This study analyzed the value of APACHE Ⅱ score and QTd score in the prognosis of critically ill patients with cardiovascular disease. We score APACHE Ⅱ and QTd at the same time, and analyze the predictive level of the combined application.
Materials and methods
We selected 217 critically ill patients with cardiovascular disease in the Capital Medical University Xuanwu Hospital Cardiology Department of CCU from January 2016 to January 2017.All the patients will be divided into death group and survival group ccording to the survival condition.The APACHE Ⅱ score an QTd score of the patients entering the CCU were recorded respectively.
SAPS Ⅱ scoring method
The APACHE II score consists of 17 variables, including age, physiology variables (12 items), hospital type (emergency surgery, elective surgery, medical patients) and chronic diseases (including AIDS, metastatic cancer, hematological malignancies). Each minimum of 0 points, up to 26 points, a total score of 0-163 points.
QT period dispersion
We checked the conventional 12-lead ECG with a paper feed speed of 25 mm / s and a calibration voltage of 1 mV / 10 mm.QT interval measurement from the QRS integrated wave starting point to the T wave end point. The position of the T-wave end point was determined as the intersection of the T wave and the equipotential line. If there was an u wave, it was determined as the notch between the T wave and the u wave. Each lead to measure three,Whichever is the mean.QTd (QTd = QTmax-QTmin) is the difference which the longest QT interval minus the shortest QT interval.
Statistical method SPSS16.0 software was used for statistical analysis.The measurement data is expressed as mean ± standard deviation (x ± s), and the count data is expressed in terms of rate.The subjects' working curve and the area under the curve were plotted and calculated using the software. Comparison of area under the curve use Medcalc calculations by Z test. P <0.05 for the difference was statistically significant.
Results
Baseline characteristics of patients in the two groups There were 217 patients (Table 1) , aged 50-46 (67 ± 7.15) years; male patients (139 cases) were more than female patients (78 cases).Patients with acute myocardial infarction (113 patients), heart failure (54 cases), unstable angina (36 cases), and other cardiovascular disease (14 patients).The APACHE Ⅱ score and QTd value in the death group were significantly higher than those in the survival group. (Table 1 Comparison of mortality rates in each scoring system segment Mortality rate was the lowest (0%) when APACHE Ⅱ score < 25 points and the highest (64%) when APACHE Ⅱ score > 46 points . The higher the score, the higher the mortality rate. The differences among the different groups were statistically significant (p <0.05).
The mortality rate was 0 as APACHE Ⅱ combined QTd score26. The mortality rate was1.8% as combined score 26 to 30 points. The mortality rate of combined score 31 to 35 points was 5.6%, mortality rate of combined score 36 to 40 points was 14.3%, the mortality rate of combined score 41 to 45 points was14.3% and the death rate of combined score >46 points was 78.3%. As the scores were increased , the mortality rate was increased.The differences were statistically significant among the different groups (p <0.05).
Table2 combined score 49 , significantly higher than the mortality at APACHE II score of 46 and QTd 100ms.It indicate that the combined score could better reflects the severity and prognosis for piatents with coronary heart disease. ROC curve can be used to study the accuracy of clinical prediction system.By comparing AUC can fully reflect the diagnostic accuracy ,but not affected by the diagnostic threshold. From the analysis of this study can be seen the combined score were the highest in AUC, sensitivity and specificity for predicting the death of patients with critical cardiovascular disease compared to the APACHE Ⅱ scoring system. The reason why the combined score increased the QT interval dispersion reflected in the cardiovascular local condition on the basis of APACHE Ⅱ score.The above scenario shows that the combined score joints the advantages of APACHE II score and QT interval dispersion, which has been strengthened in predicting death.
The study collected 217 patients, comprehensive patient study data, collected a number of clinical indicators. The combined scoring system increased QT interval dispersion improved the predictive accuracy of critical cardiovascular disease to a certain extent by comparing the data among different groups while comparing AUC. The combined scoring system has a better advantage and provides an important reference for the individual treatment of patients. However, this study is a single center retrospective study, hoping to have a multi-center, large sample of joint research to further verify.
